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Abstract

We develop a simple estimation procedure for general equilibrium (GE) counterfactual

comparative static analysis of gravity models. Non-linear solvers of shocks to estimated

models are replaced by (constrained) regressions readily implemented in packages such

as Stata, increasing access to applied economists and to policymakers, and improving

intuition about results. The standard Poisson Pseudo-Maximum-Likelihood (PPML)

estimator for gravity models is iterated to deliver partial and general equilibrium com-

parative static responses to changes in trade policies or other changes in trade costs.

The method works by fully exploiting the combined properties of structural gravity

and PPML. Our procedures can readily be extended to accommodate a wide class of

general equilibrium production models at the aggregate level.
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1 Introduction

The structural gravity model implies that the predicted bilateral trade �ow di�ers from
the benchmark frictionless �ow by a power transform of the ratio of bilateral trade cost
to the product of inward and outward multilateral resistances. The latter are not directly
observable but can be inferred from origin and destination �xed e�ects in a standard gravity
regression. The multilateral resistances also are theoretically the solution to a non-linear
pair of equation systems derived from global market clearance for each country's sales and
meeting each country's budget constraint. Fally (2015) shows that when gravity is estimated
with PPML, the estimated �xed e�ects are exactly equal to the multilateral resistances that
satisfy the equation system. Building on this result, we derive estimated comparative statics
that infer the changes in multilateral resistances when counterfactual changes in trade costs
are assumed (Head and Mayer (2014)'s Modular Trade Impact). We extend our method to
also estimate the general equilibrium impact when endowments are �xed but prices change
(Head and Mayer (2014)'s General Equilibrium Trade Impact). Our reliance on estimated
�xed e�ects as containers of useful information relies heavily on the structural assumptions
of gravity. Given the structure, it makes sense to fully utilize the estimates rather than
suppressing them in the usual focus on the gravity coe�cients. Our method provides a more
readily accessible way to generate the general equilibrium comparative statics of gravity
models than with nonlinear solvers.1 Another bene�t is the combination of statistical with
economic theoretic intuition in interpreting results. The estimated �xed e�ects (and their
changes) provide traditionally strong �t to the data (under the PPML structure) along with
satisfying equilibrium market clearance and budget constraints.

2 Structural Gravity with Fixed E�ects

Anderson (1979) derives the �rst structural gravity model of trade under the assumptions of
identical Constant Elasticity of Substitution (CES) preferences across countries for national
varieties di�erentiated by place of origin (Armington, 1969):2

Xij =

(
tij

ΠiPj

)1−σ

YiEj, (1)

P 1−σ
j =

∑
i

(
tij
Πi

)1−σ

Yi, (2)

Π1−σ
i =

∑
j

(
tij
Pj

)1−σ

Ej, (3)

pj =
Y

1
1−σ
j

γjΠj

. (4)

1The structural gravity system can be solved in levels or in changes using the `exact hat algebra' methods
of Dekle, Eaton and Kortum (2008). Costinot and Rodríguez-Clare (2014) review the related literature. As
we demonstrate below, our simple estimation procedure delivers identical results.

2Anderson (2011) and Costinot and Rodríguez-Clare (2014) o�er discussions of alternative microfounda-
tions for structural gravity.
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Here, Xij denotes the value of shipments at destination prices from region of origin i to
region of destination j. The order of double subscripts denotes origin to destination. Ej
is the expenditure at destination j from all origins and Yi denotes the sales at destination
prices from i to all destinations. tij ≥ 1 denotes the variable trade cost factor on shipments
of goods or services from i to j, and σ is the elasticity of substitution across varieties. Pj is
the inward multilateral resistance (IMR), which aggregates the incidence of trade costs on
consumers in each country, and also the CES price index of the demand system. Πi is the
outward multilateral resistance (OMR), which from (3) aggregates i's outward trade costs
relative to destination price indexes.

Multilateral resistance is a general distributional equilibrium concept, since {Πi, Pj} solve
equations (2)-(3) for given {Yi, Ej}. Note also that (2)-(3) solves for {Πi, Pj} only up to a
scalar. If {Π0

i , P
0
j } is a solution then so is {λΠ0

i , P
0
j /λ}.3 Equation (4) is derived from

the market clearance Yi =
∑

j Xij =
∑

j (γipitij/Pj)
1−σ Ej = (γipi)

1−σ∑
j (tij/Pj)

1−σ Ej for
all j, where pi is the exporter's supply price of country i and γj is a positive distribution
parameter of the CES utility function. Dividing both sides by Y and using Equation (3)
leads to Equation (4).

Gravity equations are recommended to be estimated with importer and exporter �xed
e�ects by Feenstra (2004), a recommendation followed by most of the subsequent literature.
In addition, many recent papers follow the recommendation of Santos Silva and Tenreyro
(2006) who argue in favor of the PPML estimator for gravity regressions in order to account
for heteroskedasticity and to take advantage of the information contained in the zero trade
�ows. Taking these considerations into account, many recent studies employ a version of the
following empirical gravity model:

Xij = exp (Tijβ + πi + χj) + εij. (5)

Here, Tij is the vector of trade cost variables, β is a vector of coe�cients, εij is a remainder
error term, πi is an exporter �xed e�ect that accounts for the outward multilateral resistances
and for outputs, and χj is an importer �xed e�ect that accounts for expenditures and for
the inward multilateral resistances.4 Due to perfect collinearity, one of the directional �xed
e�ects needs to be dropped. In addition, as discussed earlier, a normalization of the set
of P 's and Π's is required to solve the structural gravity system in any case. We chose to
normalize the inward multilateral resistance for a representative country, P0 = 1, and to
drop the corresponding importer �xed e�ect, χ0.

Fally (2015) demonstrates that the PPML estimates of the �xed e�ects from gravity
estimations are perfectly consistent with the structural gravity terms. (See his Proposition
1.) Taking into account the normalization that we just discussed, this implies that the OMRs
and IMRs can be recovered from the �xed e�ects as follows:

Π̂1−σ
i = E0Yi exp (−π̂i) , (6)

and

P̂ 1−σ
j =

Ej
E0

exp (−χ̂j) , (7)

3See Anderson and van Wincoop (2003) and Anderson and Yotov (2010) for detailed discussions of the
multilateral resistances.

4If the procedure is performed with panel data, then the directional �xed e�ects should also be time-
varying.
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where π̂i and χ̂j are the estimated �xed e�ects from Equation (5), and Yi, Ej and E0 are
data. We capitalize on this property of PPML in the next section where we also exploit
the full structure of system (1)-(4) in order to develop our general equilibrium estimation
method.

3 GE PPML: Estimating the GE E�ects of Trade Policy

This section describes our simple 3-step estimation procedure to obtain estimates of the
general equilibrium e�ects of trade policy with the PPML estimator.

• Step 1: `Baseline' Scenario. This step delivers the `Baseline' estimates and `Base-
line' GE indexes and consists of two sub-steps:

� Step 1.a: Estimate `Baseline' Gravity . Use the PPML estimator to estimate
gravity with exporter and importer �xed e�ects:

Xij = exp (Tijβ + πi + χj) + εij. (8)

We chose PPML as our preferred estimator in this step for consistency with the
rest of our procedure and due to its appealing properties for gravity estimations
(see Santos Silva and Tenreyro, 2006, 2011). However, we note that any estimator
can be employed to obtain the estimates of the trade cost elasticities β in a
preliminary step.5 In fact, the β's can even be borrowed from other studies as is
routinely done in the literature. In case the estimates of the trade cost elasticities
are obtained externally or with another estimator than PPML, Step 1.a should
be repeated with the external elasticity parameters or the obtained parameters
from the estimator of your choice imposed as constraints in the PPML estimation
(8).6 The reason is that PPML is the only estimator where the sum of �tted
values of GDPs and expenditures is equal to the sum of observed values of GDPs
and expenditures (see Proposition 2 of Fally, 2015), a property needed in order to
guaranty that the �xed e�ects from gravity estimations are perfectly consistent
with the structural gravity terms. In Steps 2 and 3 below, we capitalize on this
PPML property and we extend Fally's analysis to estimate general equilibrium
e�ects of changes in trade costs with the structural gravity model.

� Step 1.b: Construct `Baseline' GE Indexes . Use the estimates of the �xed
e�ects from (8) together with data on outputs and expenditures to construct the
multilateral resistances according to (6)-(7), where, by construction, Yi =

∑
j Xij

5We refer the reader to Head and Mayer (2014) for informative discussions of the relative merits and
caveats of PPML versus other nonlinear estimators in the gravity context.

6We also note that Step 1.a can be used to generate a whole distribution of bootstrapped trade cost
elasticity parameters that can be fed into the next steps in order to generate con�dence intervals for the
GE indexes of interest, as is for example done by Anderson and Yotov (2011). Furthermore, in principle,
our approach can be used to deliver standard errors for the indexes of interest directly from the estimates
of the gravity �xed e�ects. However, as only recently the consistency of the model parameter estimates
in nonlinear panel models with two types of �xed e�ects has been shown by Fernández-Valz and Weidner
(2015), we leave this for future research.
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and Ej =
∑

iXij. Construct any other baseline GE indexes of interest (e.g.

predicted exports,
∑

j 6=i X̂ij, ∀i).

• Step 2: `Conditional' Scenario. This step delivers the `Conditional' gravity esti-
mates and `Conditional' GE indexes, which allow for changes in the IMRs and OMRs,
but do not take output and expenditure changes into account. Again, this step consists
of two sub-steps:

� Step 2.a: Estimate `Conditional' Gravity. Re-de�ne the policy variable(s)
of interest to re�ect any desired trade policy changes and use PPML to estimate:

Xij = exp
(
T′ijβ̂ + π′i + χ′j

)
+ ε′ij. (9)

Here T′ij is the vector of counterfactual trade policy covariates. For example, an
indicator for Regional Trade Agreements (RTAs) can be amended to eliminate an
existing agreement or to introduce a new one;7 the hat on β indicates the fact that
the trade cost coe�cients are constrained to the estimated values from the baseline
speci�cation (8); and the ′ symbol denotes counterfactual variables. Notice that
the data remains the same in this counterfactual exercise: Xij remains the same
and thus so do Yi and Ej. The experiment infers the �xed e�ects (multilateral
resistances) that are consistent with the original data with the counterfactual
trade costs T′ij.

� Step 2.b: Construct `Conditional' GE Indexes . Repeat Step 1.b with
the new �xed e�ects estimates from (9) and the original data on outputs and
expenditures to construct the `Conditional' GE (the Modular Trade Impact of
Head and Mayer, 2014) estimates of the multilateral resistances and construct any
other GE indexes of interest. The di�erences, in percentage, between the baseline
indexes from Step 1.b and the counterfactual indexes from this step measure the
`Conditional' GE e�ects of the simulated trade policy. Speci�cally, the percentage
change in welfare in the `Conditional' GE scenario can be calculated by the change
in real GDP, i.e.,8

Ŵi =
Y ′i /P̂

′
i

Yi/P̂i
=
P̂i

P̂ ′i
, ∀i, (10)

where moving from the middle to the rightmost equality recognizes that output
is kept exogenous in the `Conditional' scenario, i.e. Y ′i = Yi.

9

• Step 3: `Full Endowment' Scenario. This step delivers the `Full Endowment'
gravity estimates and `Full Endowment' GE indexes, which in addition to changes in

7Our methods will also hold if we adjust estimates in the vector of the trade cost elasticities, β.
8Note that due to our normalization of P0 = 1, welfare changes in the `Conditional' scenario are relative

to reference country 0.
9We also note that the PPML data generating process delivers power transforms of the inward multilateral

resistances, according to Equation (7). Therefore, to construct real GDP, we use a standard value for the
elasticity of substitution σ = 7. In principle, σ can also be estimated directly from an empirical gravity
model that includes as a covariate any direct price shifter, e.g. tari�. This is beyond the scope of our paper.
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the IMRs and OMRs capture changes in output and expenditure. Also Step 3 consists
of two sub-steps:

� Step 3.a: Estimate `Full Endowment' Gravity. Allow for endogenous re-
sponse in the value of outputs/incomes and expenditures, which are given by
Y ′i = (p′i/pi)Yi and E ′i = (p′i/pi)Ei in an endowment economy where trade im-
balance ratios φi = Ei/Yi are assumed to stay constant in the counterfactual
for each country i (allowing for balanced trade as a special case). The endoge-
nous changes in output/income and expenditure will trigger additional changes
in the multilateral resistance (MR) terms and so forth. As the PPML estimator
with the appropriate �xed e�ects ensures that the sum of �tted values of GDPs
and expenditures is equal to the sum of observed values of GDPs and expendi-
tures, changes in output/income and expenditure cannot be directly estimated
in one step with PPML. Therefore, we use the structural gravity Equation (1)
to translate the changes in output and expenditure, triggered by the changes in
factory-gate prices, into changes in trade �ows:

X ′ij =

(
t1−σij

)′
t1−σij

Y ′iE
′
j

YiEj

Π1−σ
i P 1−σ

j(
Π1−σ
i

)′ (
P 1−σ
j

)′Xij, (11)

where
(
t1−σij

)′
= exp

(
T′ijβ̂

)
and t1−σij = exp (Tijβ). The new values for out-

puts, expenditures and world output, Y ′i , E
′
j, are obtained by using the market

clearing conditions pi =
(
Yi
Y

) 1
1−σ 1

γiΠi
to translate the `Conditional' GE e�ects

on the MR terms into `�rst-order' changes in factory-gate prices, i.e. p′i/pi =[
exp

(
π̂′i
)
/ exp (π̂i)

] 1
1−σ .10 As imposed in Step 1, the vector of prices {p′i} is nor-

malized by P0 =
∑

i

(
γipiti0

)1−σ
= 1.

Repeat Step 2.a with the new values for trade. The idea is that, using the new
values of trade, the PPML estimator will translate the initial response of factory-
gate prices into changes in the gravity �xed e�ects, which (in combination with
the new values for income Y ′i =

∑
j X

′
ij and expenditures E ′j =

∑
iX
′
ij) can be

used to obtain additional `second-order' responses in the MR terms. Repeat Step
3.a to obtain a new set of factory-gate prices and new values of trade, income
and expenditures. Iterate until convergence, e.g. until the change in each of the
factory-gate prices is zero.

� Step 3.b: Construct `Full Endowment' GE Indexes . Construct `Full En-
dowment' GE indexes of interest following the procedures from Step 1.b. The
di�erences, in percentage, between the baseline indexes from Step 1.b and the

10Note that speci�cation (11) reminds of the `exact hat algebra' procedures from Dekle, Eaton and Kortum
(2008). Note also, however, that the changes in trade implied by Equation (11) are not the `Full Endowment'
GE changes. The reason is that they only re�ect the `Conditional' OMR changes and do not allow for
immediate changes in the value of outputs. This is why we label these initial changes in the factory-gate
prices and in trade `�rst-order '. Thus, in e�ect, the methods that we represent here are an interactive
estimation equivalent to the `exact hat' procedures from Dekle, Eaton and Kortum (2008).
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counterfactual indexes from this step measure the `Full Endowment' GE e�ects
of the simulated trade policy. The percentage change in welfare in the `Full En-
dowment' GE scenario can again be calculated by the change in real GDP, i.e.,11

Ŵi =
Y ′i /P̂

′
i

Yi/P̂i
, ∀i. (12)

These three steps can be performed with any statistic/econometrics software that is able
to estimate a Poisson model and is capable of handling loops. Speci�cally, no non-linear
equation solver is necessary. Hence, it can be easily applied by anyone working empirically.
We demonstrate the implementation of Steps 1 through 3 in Stata (StataCorp LP, 2013) in
the Appendix.

4 Trade Without Borders: An Application of GE PPML

This section demonstrates the empirical equivalence between the results from the estimating
procedure that we propose here (and implement in Stata, StataCorp LP, 2013) and those
from a standard, but computationally intensive, procedure (implemented in Matlab, Math-
works, 2013) that requires setting and solving the structural gravity system explicitly.12 In
order to perform our analysis, we focus on a hypothetical scenario that removes all interna-
tional borders to trade in manufactures for 40 countries and a rest-of-world aggregate over
the period 1990-2002.13 While our goal in this section is to demonstrate the success of the
estimation methods that we propose, we note that our experiment of removing international
borders can be interpreted as a quanti�cation of the e�ects of an e�ective multilateral trade
facilitation exercise, thus, complementing the widely used counterfactual analysis of reversal
to autarky, cf. Costinot and Rodríguez-Clare (2014).

We specify a simple empirical gravity speci�cation:14

Xij = exp (β1 lnDISTij + β2CNTGij + β2BRDRij + πi + χj) + εij, (13)

where all bilateral trade costs are approximated by the logarithm of bilateral distance,
lnDISTij, an indicator variable that takes a value of one when trading partners i and j

11Note that with balanced trade or constant shares of trade imbalances, the change in output and expen-
diture are identical for each country. Hence, real GDP changes correspond to changes in real expenditures.
Further, Arkolakis, Costinot and Rodríguez-Clare (2012) demonstrate that the welfare/real consumption
gains from trade liberalization obtained from a wide class of trade models with alternative microfoundations
can all be expressed as a combination of two su�cient statistics including intra-national trade as share of
total expenditures Xii/Ei and the trade elasticity of substitution 1− σ. This holds for our framework.

12The Stata and Matlab codes are available upon request.
13The data set that we employ here is a subsample of the data from Anderson and Yotov (2011), which

covers total manufacturing trade, including intra-national trade for 40 countries and a rest of the world
aggregate over the period 1990-2002. Given the methodological purposes of this study, we focus on the year
2002 and we refer the reader to Anderson and Yotov (2011) for further details on the dataset.

14In analysis that is available by request we experiment with various alternative scenarios and speci�cations
(e.g. decreasing distance, removing and introducing FTAs, contiguous borders, changing the values for the
trade cost elasticities, etc.). All these experiments con�rm the robustness of our methods.
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share a common border, CNTGij, and an indicator variable, BRDRij, which takes a value
of one for international trade and it is equal to zero otherwise. Speci�cation (13) is consistent
with structural gravity due to the presence of the exporter and importer �xed e�ects, which
account for the multilateral resistances as well as for outputs and expenditures.

Step 1.a delivers estimates of the e�ects of distance, contiguity and international borders:

Xij = exp(-0.948
(0.052)

lnDISTij + 0.478
(0.102)

CNTGij − 1.554
(0.122)

BRDRij + π̂i + χ̂j) + ε̂ij. (14)

The estimates of the standard gravity variables are in accordance with prior expectations.
A negative and highly statistically signi�cant estimate of the e�ect of distance β1 = −0.948
(std.err. 0.052) does not di�er signi�cantly from the conventional estimate of −1. There is a
positive and highly signi�cant e�ect of contiguity β2 = 0.478 (std.err. 0.102).15 In addition,
our estimates suggest that, all else equal, international borders decrease trade by an average
of 79 percent (std.err. 2.575).16 The estimates from Equation (14) can be used to construct
all baseline indexes of interest, as speci�ed in Step 1.b of our procedure. Their values are
suppressed for expositional ease.

Next, we follow Step 2.a to obtain `Conditional' GE estimates that correspond to the
removal of international borders:

Xij = exp
(
−0.948 lnDISTij + 0.478CNTGij + π′i + χ′j

)
+ ε′ij, (15)

Here, we have constrained the estimates on the trade cost covariates to their baseline values
and we have removed the border covariate completely, which is equivalent to keeping it with
all values of the border dummy set to zero. We use the estimates of the �xed e�ects and of
the coe�cients on the trade cost variables to construct multilateral resistances, total exports,
and real consumption for each of the countries in our sample as described in Step 2.b. In
addition, we obtain the same indexes by solving the non-linear gravity system in Matlab.

Figure 1 shows that the percentage changes of the `Conditional' GE equilibrium for the
IMRs, OMRs, total exports and real GDP from the estimation in Stata and from the solution
of the non-linear gravity system (in Matlab) are identical. As depicted in the bottom right
panel of Figure 1, the `Conditional' general equilibrium estimates suggest that abolishing
international borders leads to welfare changes between about -7 and 14 percent relative to
our reference country Germany, where real GDP changes in the `Conditional' GE equilibrium
are zero by construction. Note that the exact magnitudes depend on the size of the trade
elasticity, which we set to 1− σ = 1− 7 = −6.

Finally, we follow Step 3 to obtain estimates and GE indexes of the `Full Endowment' GE
e�ects of the removal of international borders. Once again, we compare our Stata estimates
with those obtained in Matlab. Figure 2 con�rms the equivalence between the two methods
concerning the the percentage changes of the variables in the `Full Endowment' GE scenario.
The results imply that abolishing international borders leads to welfare gains between about
5 and 40 percent, captured in the bottom right panel of Figure 2.

15Both estimates are readily comparable with existing indexes from the literature. See Head and Mayer
(2014). This establishes the representativeness of our sample

16Calculated as
(
exp

[
β̂3

]
− 1
)
× 100 with standard errors obtained with the Delta method.
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5 Beyond the Endowment Environment

Thus far, we demonstrated how to estimate GE e�ects in an endowment setting, where the
value of income/production is endogenous put only due to changes in factory-gate prices.
In this section, we demonstrate that our procedures are more powerful and that they can
accommodate any general equilibrium superstructure as long as this structure can be charac-
terized analytically. To do this, we capitalize on the fact that the Armington gravity model
can be integrated within a wider class of GE models with endogenous production:

Yi = pi ×Qi(pi, Pi). (16)

Here, Qi(.) is the production function, which no longer describes an endowment economy,
but rather allows for endogenous response of the quantity produced with respect to changes
in trade costs that are channeled via the factory-gate prices and/or the inward multilateral
resistances. One possible channel to endogenize production is via asset accumulation. For
example, Anderson, Larch and Yotov (2015) combine the Armington-CES gravity model with
a dynamic model of capital accumulation. Another possible channel is through labor-leisure
choice. These two possibilities retain the one-good national economy.

As long as the functional form for Qi(.) delivers an analytical solution for the relation-
ship between production and consumer and producer prices, our estimating procedure from
Section 3 can be extended with two simple steps to accommodate any GE superstructure:

• Step 4: `Endogenous Production' Scenario. This step delivers the `Endogenous
Production' gravity estimates and `Endogenous Production' GE indexes, which allow
besides changes in IMRs and OMRs and factory-gate prices for quantity adjustments
of outputs and expenditures. Also Step 4 consists of two sub-steps:

� Step 4.a: Estimate `Endogenous Production' Gravity. Translate the `Full
Endowment' GE e�ects of trade policy on the factory-gate prices and on the IMR
terms to initial changes in production:17

Qi(p
FE
i , P FE

i ), (17)

where: the superscript `FE' stands for `Full Endowment'. Translate the changes
in production into changes in trade �ows:

X ′ij =
Qi(p

′
i, P

′
i )

Qi(pFEi , P FE
i )

XFE
ij , (18)

where XFE
ij is trade at the `Full Endowment' equilibrium, where the quantity of

production and expenditures are still exogenous.

17Note that we recommend the `Full Endowment' consumer and producer prices as starting values for this
step. This is convenient for tractability and in order to decompose the e�ects of trade policy similar to the
decomposition between `Conditional' GE and `Full Endowment' GE e�ects from Section 3. Alternatively,
Step 4 can be combined with Step 3 for simultaneous response of income with respect to changes in factory-
gate prices and changes in the quantity produced.
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Repeat Step 2.a with the new values for trade. Repeat Step 3.a to obtain a new
set of factory-gate prices and IMRs. Repeat Step 4.a to obtain new trade (and
income) values. Iterate until convergence, i.e. until the change in each of the
factory-gate prices and the IMRs is zero.

� Step 4.b: Construct `Endogenous Production' GE Indexes . Construct
`Endogenous Production' GE indexes of interest following the procedures from
Step 1.a. The di�erences, in percentage, between the baseline indexes from Step
1.a and the counterfactual indexes from this step measure the `Endogenous Pro-
duction' GE e�ects of the simulated trade policy. Comparison between the `Full
Endowment' GE indexes from Step 3.b and the `Endogenous Production' GE
indexes from this step will measure the net e�ects of endogenizing production.
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Figure 1: `Conditional' GE Indexes: Matlab versus Stata
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Figure 2: `Full Endowment' GE Indexes: Matlab versus Stata
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Appendix: Implementation in Stata
This Appendix provides the Sata code that corresponds to the three main steps from our procedure. The
actual Stata `data' and `do' �les used to obtain the GE indexes from the main text are available by request.

Stata Commands *Comment/Description

****************************************
* Step 1.a: Estimate `Baseline' Gravity*
****************************************
glm X_ij LN_DIST CNTG BRDR exp_fe_* imp_fe_*, family(poisson) noconst *Obtain trade cost elasticities using Eq. (8).
predict trade_ij_0, mu *Save predicted trade.
scalar DIST_est=_b[LN_DIST] *Save estimates of trade cost elasticities.
scalar CNTG_est=_b[CNTG]
scalar BRDR_est=_b[BRDR]
********************************************
* Step 1.b: Construct `Baseline' GE Indexes*
********************************************
scalar N=sqrt(_N) *Save number of countries.
forvalues i=1(1)`=N'{ *Combine estimates of fixed effects.
qui replace exp_fe_`i'=exp_fe_`i'*exp(_b[exp_fe_`i'])
qui replace imp_fe_`i'=imp_fe_`i'*exp(_b[imp_fe_`i'])
}
egen all_exp_fes_0=rowtotal(exp_fe_1-exp_fe_`=N')
egen all_imp_fes_0=rowtotal(imp_fe_1-imp_fe_`=N')
gen omr_bsln=Y_i*E_deu/(all_exp_fes_0*Y) *Construct OMRs from Eq. (6).
gen imr_bsln=E_j/(all_imp_fes_0*E_deu) *Construct IMRs from Eq. (7).
gen real_gdp_bsln=Y_i/(imr_bsln^(1/(1-sigma))) *Construct Real GDP.

*******************************************
* Step 2.a: Estimate `Conditional' Gravity*
*******************************************
drop exp_fe_* imp_fe_* *Drop estimated FEs as they will be updated.
qui tab exporter, gen(exp_fe_) *Create new FEs.
qui tab importer, gen(imp_fe_)
constraint 1 LN_DIST=DIST_est *Impose Constraints.
constraint 2 CNTG=CNTG_est
glm X_ij LN_DIST CNTG exp_fe_* imp_fe_*, family(poisson) noconst constraints(1 2) *Obtain `Conditional' FEs from Eq. (9).
predict trade_ij_1, mu *Save predicted trade for Step 3.
****************************************************************************************************************************************
* Step 2.b: Repeat Step 1.b with the new fixed effects and original trade data to obtain the `Conditional' GE indexes of interest. *
****************************************************************************************************************************************

**********************************************
* Step 3.a: Estimate `Full Endowment' Gravity*
**********************************************
scalar sigma=7 *Define sigma.
local i=3 *Define loop and stopping criteria values.
local diff_all_exp_fes_sd=1
local diff_all_exp_fes_max=1
while (`diff_all_exp_fes_sd'>0.01) | (`diff_all_exp_fes_max'>0.01) {
gen trade_`=`i'-1'=trade_`=`i'-2'_pred* /// *Update trade according to Eq. (11).
p_full_exp_`=`i'-2'*p_full_imp_`=`i'-2'/(omr_full_ch_`=`i'-2'*imr_full_ch_`=`i'-2')
drop exp_fe_* imp_fe_* *Drop estimated FEs as they will be updated.
qui tab exporter, gen(exp_fe_)
qui tab importer, gen(imp_fe_)
glm trade`=`i'-1' LN_DIST CNTG exp_fe_* imp_fe_*, family(poisson) noconst constraints(1 2) *Estimate Eq. (9) with new trade values.
predict trade_`=`i'-1'_pred, mu
forvalues j=1(1)`=N'{ *Combine updated estimates of fixed effects.
qui replace exp_fe_`j'=exp_fe_`j'*exp(_b[exp_fe_`j'])
}
egen double all_exp_fes_`=`i'-1'=rowtotal(exp_fe_1-exp_fe_`=N')
egen double all_imp_fes_`=`i'-1'=rowtotal(imp_fe_1-imp_fe_`=N')
bysort exporter: egen double output_`=`i'-1'=total(trade_`=`i'-1'_pred) *From here on: Updating gravity variables
bysort importer: egen double expndr_check_`=`i'-1'=total(trade_`=`i'-1'_pred) for Eq. (11).
gen double expndr_deu0_`=`i'-1'=expndr_check_`=`i'-1' if importer=="ZZZ"
egen double expndr_deu_`=`i'-1'=mean(expndr_deu0_`=`i'-1')
gen double temp=all_exp_fes_`=`i'-1' if exporter==importer
bysort importer: egen double all_exp_fes_`=`i'-1'_imp=mean(temp)
drop temp*
gen double p_full_exp_`=`i'-1'=((all_exp_fes_`=`i'-1'/all_exp_fes_`=`i'-2')/(expndr_deu_`=`i'-1'/expndr_deu_`=`i'-2'))^(1/(1-sigma))
gen double p_full_imp_`=`i'-1'=((all_exp_fes_`=`i'-1'_imp/all_exp_fes_`=`i'-2'_imp)/(expndr_deu_`=`i'-1'/expndr_deu_`=`i'-2'))^(1/(1-sigma))
gen double expndr_temp_`=`i'-1'=phi*output_`=`i'-1' if exporter==importer
bysort importer: egen double expndr_`=`i'-1'=mean(expndr_temp_`=`i'-1')
gen double imr_full_`=`i'-1'=expndr_`=`i'-1'/(all_imp_fes_`=`i'-1'*expndr_deu_`=`i'-1')
gen double imr_full_ch_`=`i'-1'=imr_full_`=`i'-1'/imr_full_`=`i'-2'
gen double omr_full_`=`i'-1'=output_`=`i'-1'/all_exp_fes_`=`i'-1'
gen double omr_full_ch_`=`i'-1'=omr_full_`=`i'-1'/omr_full_`=`i'-2'
gen double diff_p_full_exp_`=`i'-1'=p_full_exp_`=`i'-2'-p_full_exp_`=`i'-3'
sum diff_p_full_exp_`=`i'-1'
local diff_all_exp_fes_sd=r(sd)
local diff_all_exp_fes_max=abs(r(max))
local i=`i'+1
}
****************************************************************************************************************************************
* Step 3.b: Repeat Step 1.b with the new fixed effects and the new trade values to obtain the `Full Endowment' GE indexes of interest. *
****************************************************************************************************************************************
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